
CASE STUDY 

REQUIREMENTS 
 WLC should be able to manage  

minimum 5000 access points and  

concurrent 50,000 wireless clients 

 WLC processing to provide minimum  

20 Gbps throughput 

 Should have reporting, monitoring,  

traffic analysis, and troubleshooting  

tools for wireless network 

 Should also support N+1 redundancy  

models 

 Automatically adjust channel and 

power settings based of RF environment 

 

SOLUTIONS 
 Indoor AP 

 Outdoor AP 

 Wireless LAN Controller 

 

BENEFITS 
 Simple installation 

 Seamless roaming of APs 

 Rock-solid performance and client 

connectivity 

 Centralized configuration and  

management of all access points by one  

single access controller 

 Central authentication and local  

forwarding 

Smart City: Wi-Fi  

network build in Delhi 

Overview 
With over 460 million internet users, India  

is the second largest online market,  

ranked only behind China. By 2021, there  

will be about 635.8 million internet users in  

India. Based on this condition, wireless  

network has become an irreplaceable  

technology due to the increased number  

of Indian users. What’s more, because of  

the Digital India policy, India has more  

potential business opportunities than in  

other countries. 

Delhi officially the National Capital  

Territory of Delhi (NCT), is a city and a  

union territory of India. According to the  

2017 census, Delhi city population was  

over 19 million, the second-highest in  

India after Mumbai. 

For implementing Digital India policy,  

Indian government scheduled to plan a  

Wi-Fi network in Delhi, providing a  

sustainable and much safe Wi-Fi network  

environment for them. 



Deployment 
For this project, India local telecom company will  

provide Wi-Fi network by FTTH Services in  

government agencies, parliament house, and  

Hotspots. ZCOM is responsible for providing indoor  

APs, outdoor APs, and Wireless LAN Controllers. 

AP Deployment 
With high-quality and high-compatibility product features, ZCOM helps  

Delhi to create a good working Wi-Fi network. In addition, with ZCOM’s  

wireless LAN Controllers, India Telecom Company can easily to control all  

the APs by using one interface. Once users enter Wi-Fi coverage area, AP  

can give users Wi-Fi network services correspond to their identification. For  

example, if you are a diplomatic, AP can identify your ID and give you the  

priority to use Wi-Fi, and give you a better data rate. Different users have  

different service, but all in all, the users can stay connected to the internet  

on their registered devices within the coverage area. 

 

Conclusion 
This project spends around two years, since 2015 to 2017. ZCOM  

provides all the devices, including outdoor and indoor APs and WLCs.  

After their installation, ZCOM helps them to test all the devices in case 

there has some technical problems. With ZCOM’s service, users are  

benefiting from the convenience, bringing them a perfect Wi-Fi network  

environment in Delhi. 

Operator Wi-Fi Offloading Solution 


